
Merc Shadow Assassin

Not all Dravani are in agreement with the direction their race has taken. From the very beginning when the first life 
was taken of another sentient species, there were those who declared that this was wrong and not the Dravani way. 
Unfortunately, those voices were few compared to the millions who thirsted for conquest, but still those voices have never 
gone away. If anything, since the incident of the far planet and the ‘creation’ of the Souless, their numbers have risen, 
although the Dravani military and aristocracy largely remain free of such ‘radical’ thinking. Even amongst the few who 
came to Earth, there were dissenters; those who said the Dravani should reveal themselves and work with mankind. Few 
in number and ignored by the majority, they see Earth as the perfect opportunity and have decided to take action now that 
the odds are not as overwhelmingly against them. The Shadow Assassins formed in the early part of the 21st century, now 
operate as mercenaries with the objective of thwarting Dravani operations at every possible opportunity.
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Skills and Abilities:
Assassin
Flurry
Regenerate
Shrug-it-Off
Sufferance
Swift

Weapons & Equipment:
Beam Pistol
Katana
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Shadow Assassin Faction: Merc Class: Alien
Weapons and Equipment:
Beam Pistol
Range: 6”                            Damage: 5d6 P1 (energy)
Special: Critical Fire - on the roll of a 6 during damage the 
model has caught fire.

Katana
Range: Close Combat Only              Damage: 5d6 P1
Special: Parry - model may add +2 to their CCA score 
in close combat, but if their score is greater than their  
opponent they do no damge and the combat is considered 
a draw 

Skills and Abilities:
Assassin: Model does not have to target nearest enemy 
model.
Flurry: If a Shadow Assassin destroys a model in close 
combat, he may immediately attack another adjacent 
enemy model within 1”.
Regenerate: Regenerates 1 wound per Control Phase 
on a d6 roll or 4-6, even if dead. When dead, if it fails to 
regenerate, it is removed from play as normal. Regenerate 
cannot be used if model has take at least 1 point of 
damage from an energy weapon.
Shrug-it-Off: If a model only receives 1 point of damage, 
it is ignored and not marked on the Damage Gauge. Any 
additonal effects such as Poison or Fire still take effect.
Sufferance: Does not need to make morale checks due 
to taking damage.
Swift: Model may charge up to double its MVE.

Crew Allowance: 0 – 1
The Shadow Assassin cannot be used in a Dravani        
       crew
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